CONCUR IMPACT EVALUATION

Over the past decade, Nigeria’s ethnically and religiously diverse Middle Belt has experienced recurrent eruptions of violence, much of which stems from conflicts over shared resources between farmer and pastoralist communities. These conflicts, which often include the destruction of property, crops, and livestock resources, directly undermine market development and hinder economic growth. Families and communities fear for their personal safety and refrain from traveling to markets, their fields or accessing other key natural resources. Moreover, since livelihood strategies in Nigeria are closely tied to ethnic and religious identity, conflicts have the potential to escalate into communal violence if they are not rapidly resolved.

From December 2012 to December 2016, Mercy Corps implemented the Community-Based Conflict Management and Cooperative Use of Resources (CONCUR), a four-year DFID funded program with the goal of reducing conflicts between pastoralists and farmer community groups and increasing local economic activities in four Middle Belt states. Based on three underlying theories of change, Mercy Corps’ approach integrated conflict mitigation and joint economic projects to address the underlying drivers of conflict, while providing tangible development results to communities to guarantee their commitment and engagement.

Key Findings

- In CONCUR sites, 86% of households reported decreased tensions compared to 56% in comparison sites, a 43 percentage point difference.
- CONCUR sites showed an improvement of 49 percentages points of increased trust between conflicting groups.
- Households in CONCUR sites had a 44 percentage point increase in freedom of movement compared to comparison sites.
- CONCUR households were 47 percentage points more likely to report that conflict did not affect their livelihoods than the comparison communities.

1 Based on our Cost of Conflict Study conducted in July 2015, Nigeria would benefit up to US $13.7 billion annually in a scenario of peace between pastoralists and farmers in Benue, Kaduna, Nasarawa, and Plateau alone. Available here: https://www.mercycorps.org/research-resources/economic-costs-conflict-nigeria
Program and Evaluation Objectives

CONCUR had three main objectives: 1) Build capacity of local leaders to resolve community conflicts in an inclusive, sustainable manner; 2) increase cooperation across conflict lines around economic activity and natural resource management; and 3) generate support for long-term policy solutions among local and national leaders through business-led research and advocacy. Mercy Corps worked with Causal Design to conduct an impact evaluation that would answer the following key question: What was the impact of the CONCUR program on peace, security, and economic outcomes in targeted communities? We collected data from 1,806 community household baseline surveys and 1,276 endline surveys in ten CONCUR and six comparison sites.

Key Findings

Did the CONCUR program impact peace and security outcomes in the targeted communities relative to the comparison communities?

- **Reduced tensions:** In CONCUR sites, 86% of households reported decreased tensions compared to 56% in comparison sites, a 43 percentage point difference.

- **Increased freedom of movement:** While total freedom of movement increased in both CONCUR and comparison sites, we found that households in CONCUR sites had a 44 percentage point increase in freedom of movement compared to comparison sites (see Figure 1).

- **Increased trust:** CONCUR sites showed a total improvement of 49 percentage points relative to the comparison sites (see Figure 2).

- **Improved conflict management:** While at baseline, CONCUR sites felt that disputes were less likely to be resolved successfully than comparison sites, by endline, people in CONCUR sites were more likely to say disputes were resolved successfully than in comparison sites. This points to the effectiveness of the program’s trained mediators and their ability to utilize negotiation techniques to resolve conflicts before they escalated into violence.

- **More peaceful shared resource management:** At endline, respondents from CONCUR sites reported more peaceful management of shared resources than those in comparison sites. This is the inverse of what we saw at baseline.
What was CONCUR’s impact on economic outcomes relative to comparison communities?

- **Reduced negative economic impact:** Communities who engaged in CONCUR activities were 47 percentage points more likely to report that conflict did not affect their livelihoods than those in comparison communities (see Figure 3).

- **Improved economic stability perceptions does not equal improved economic activity:** CONCUR positively affected household perceptions of economic stability; however, when we analyzed specific indicators of household economic activity, such as access to goods and work opportunities, we did not detect any greater improvement in CONCUR sites relative to the comparison sites (44 percentage points and 42 percentage points respectively).

- **Income and investments** increased in both targeted and comparison sites: 70% of CONCUR households said their income had increased over the past year, and 72% over the past three years – versus 75% and 74% of comparison households, respectively; these differences were not statistically significant. We also saw no difference in investment in productive assets between the two groups – cultivating new land, purchasing livestock, or productive equipment.

**Conclusion**

Based on the findings of the CONCUR program, we see that an investment in conflict management skills for leaders to effectively mediate disputes between conflicting pastoralist and farmer communities in Nigeria’s Middle Belt improved security and hence freedom of movement in our program areas. In total, program participants resolved 522 disputes addressing a variety of conflicts such as cattle rustling, grazing rights, and access to water. Additionally, as trained leaders successfully resolved conflicts, they influenced the overall levels of tensions in CONCUR sites. In parallel, joint economic projects likely increased trust that also reduced overall tensions in the CONCUR sites. The projects provided a space for pastoralist and farmer communities to engage in more frequent, positive interactions, which in turn fostered even more trust between the groups. This improved social cohesion in CONCUR areas facilitated increased freedom of movement to access resources and markets without fear of violence. Moreover, seeing that people could resolve disputes peacefully created an environment where people could work together collaboratively across conflict lines, and those collaborations created an environment where people were willing to try to resolve differences peacefully—a positive feedback loop.

Our analysis also shows that households in CONCUR sites believed their livelihoods were sheltered from the disruptive effects of conflict relative to comparison sites. We were not able however to observe any significant change in economic outcomes like income or investments in assets at the time of this evaluation. This is not surprising due to previous studies showing that economic and income growth lag behind reductions in conflict by up to a decade. So as households in the CONCUR sites recognize a decline in conflict and understand the reduced risk of violence, these households require more time to accumulate their resources and take advantage of those investment opportunities.

---

2 Mercy Corps piloted new ways to capture change in income and investments in the endline survey only; thus, we did not have baseline data to conduct a complete impact analysis for these particular economic indicators.

3 In Rwanda, areas more heavily affected by conflict still lagged behind less-affected regions six years after the 1994 genocide, while a country-level analysis of post-conflict countries showed that aid become most effective in years 4-10 after conflict has ended. In Nigeria’s Middle Belt, this lag between the end of hostilities and any economic growth makes sense. Mercy Corps, *Final Impact Evaluation*, Dec 2016.
Recommendations

Mercy Corps’ CONCUR program had a measurable positive impact on peace and violence reduction outcomes relative to comparison sites that did not receive this intervention. Based on the results of this evaluation, Mercy Corps urges peer organizations, international donors, development agencies, and the Government of Nigeria to:

Continue to invest in local dispute resolution: Our findings show that local dispute resolution is effective at reducing intercommunal conflict and improving community perceptions of security. In areas like Nigeria’s Middle Belt, where tensions are easily manipulated along religious and ethnic divides, supporting local conflict management mechanisms is a worthwhile investment that prevents conflicts from escalating into violence. Based on Mercy Corps’ Costs of Conflict study, Nigeria would benefit up to US $13.7 billion annually in a scenario of peace in the Middle Belt states.\(^4\) As the results from CONCUR show, building the capacity of key community leaders through effective negotiation and mediation techniques make them more successful at preventing conflicts that disrupt social and economic activities. Donors should continue to invest in local dispute resolution to build strong conflict management and violence prevention mechanisms.

Build social cohesion among communities: We found increased social cohesion and more peaceful management of shared resources in the CONCUR sites relative to the comparison sites. CONCUR combined conflict management activities with joint economic projects that provide mutual benefits to both communities, creating a positive environment for these conflicting groups to interact and collaborate over shared resources. In the data from the CONCUR program, we found that improved social cohesion, such as trust and positive perceptions of the conflicting group, is positively correlated with higher income levels. Peer organizations and donors should design innovative integrated interventions that combine conflict management with other key activities that address underlying grievances in order to build social cohesion in the targeted area and strengthen the social fabric to withstand ongoing or future disruptive conflict.

Test the effects of conflict management on economic well-being outcomes: In our correlation analysis, we found that greater freedom of movement, social cohesion, positive interactions and dispute resolution were positively correlated with better economic wellbeing. As conflict continues to be a primary driver of poverty and suffering\(^5\), donors and implementers alike need to continue investing in research and evaluations that test the impact that conflict management has on economic activity and well-being outcomes. Peer agencies and donors should consider investing in long-term programming that will allow the benefits of such interactions to gain traction. Moreover, evaluations of these programs, one year or two later will be valuable in assessing the long-term impact.
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